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Introducing the All-New

SUNFIRE Theater Grand Media System

“Listening to Bob Carver speak...
is like watching Jack Nicklaus play golf.”
~Tom LeBlanc, CEPro, April 2008~

HOW DID WE GET HERE IN THE FIRST PLACE?
The year was 1972. And a graduate student named Bob Carver was about
to turn an ordinary classroom assignment into the beginning of an iconic
brand of home audio products. That assignment — to build a machine
that would simulate earthquakes — became the springboard for a fourdecade run of innovative ‘ﬁrsts’ and ‘onlys’ that have continually raised
the benchmark for the entire home audio industry. Bob’s history includes
the launch of dozens of now legendary speakers, high performance
ampliﬁers, preamps and one-of-a-kind receivers. Those earlier icons have
lead to today’s newest heroes — the remarkable Theater Grand Media
Series. Consisting of products that would have been unthinkable just a
few years ago, each component in the line is perfectly matched to deliver
true, Sunﬁre luxury at a whole new level. What’s more, every TGM Series
component is Sunﬁre Optimized™ — meaning it is purpose-built to work
best with any of our equally impressive speaker or electronics lines.
Welcome to the all-new Theater Grand Media System.

Welcome to Sunﬁre.
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Home Screen

TGM SERIES

A brilliant 1080p interface provides instant access
to your favorite movies and music.

It’s easy to get the same experience in up to 6
additional rooms — simply add a TGM-100C “client”
for each location. So whether you’re in the bedroom
or playroom, you’ll get the same high resolution
interface and connectivity as you would in the home
theater.

THEATER

BEDROOM
PLAYROOM

The Theater Grand Media system is the only server
on the market that natively supports all current ELAN
Touch Panels. Sunfire has worked closely with ELAN
engineers to ensure seamless and intuitive control
from the big screen to the small screen. The TGM is
also compatible with HomeLogic and other leading
control systems.

Your entire collection of music and movies —
all at your ﬁngertips.

dreaming

TGM-100C Media Client

No, you’re not
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Introducing The SUNFIRE of Media Servers

EASILY ACCESS YOUR FAVORITES USING AN INTUITIVE ON-SCREEN INTERFACE

Any car you buy will get you where you need to go. Any watch will tell you the
time. But, once you’ve driven the best set of wheels or worn the watch you’ve
always dreamed about — you have become one of the select few to understand
the value and pleasure of luxury. With this same train of thought in mind, we
introduce the Sunfire Theater Grand Media System — the only system of its
kind to deliver the luxury and performance that the name Sunfire symbolizes.
Highly robust and purpose-built, the TGM Series is an expandable server/client
and hard drive system for storing, managing and playing your entire collection
of movies and music.
When it comes to Servers, the Sunfire TGM-100 represents the best technical
thinking on the subject today and forever changes the playbook for homebased, digital media servers. With its stunning design, hand-selected components and proprietary software, this remarkably advanced product leaves all the problems of PC-based servers behind.
Simply insert a DVD or CD and within seconds its cover art and detailed information are downloaded via the internet. At the same time, the server begins recording your disc to enterprise-grade, TGMSeries hard drives. And a 1080p high-definition user interface provides instant, intuitive access to your media at the push of a button. Just sit back and enjoy beautiful video quality that mirrors that of
the world’s finest and most costly DVD players. There’s just nothing else like it.
TGM-100 Media Server
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TGM-HD1
1TB Hard Drive

Are Safe As Money In The Vault
Introducing The SUNFIRE of Hard Drives

TGM-HDC
Hard Drive Chassis

MASSIVE STORAGE CAPABILITIES WITH UNPRECEDENTED RELIABILITY AND AUTOMATIC BACKUP

TGM-HDC
Enterprise-Grade Hard Drive Chassis

How do you currently store your music and movies? Perhaps you’ve moved
up from using a lot of shelf space, cabinets and cardboard boxes to using a
PC-based approach? Well, while this certainly is progress — unfortunately,
it is still the digital equivalent of the dark ages. Now, Sunfire has created
enterprise-level hard drive solutions specifically designed to let you store —
and easily access — the movies and music you love at the touch of a button.
And when we say storage, we mean up to 6TB – 850 movies or 7,200 albums
— and more if you wish, simply by adding additional storage to your original
system as your needs require.

Of course, with all of that precious data stored in one device, backup is
essential. That’s why the TGM-HDC is built with the same dual-redundant
technology that banks and government agencies entrust with their most precious data. A dual-redundant architecture is an insurance policy of sorts — you buy it today in hopes that you never need it.
But if you do, you’ll be glad you have it. Plus, dual power supplies and network connections ensure your system is ready to play when you are. And if that’s still not enough, consider too that every TGM
Series hard drive is backed by one of the industry’s most comprehensive buyer protection plans.

Dual redundant backup means data security on par with
major banks and government.

All TGM Series components are built
to such rigorous standards that we
back the entire system with our
exclusive 2-year limited warranty.

2

year
warranty

The TGM Series is part of
Sunfire’s award-winning family
of products.

TGM SERIES
SPECIFICATIONS

TGM-100

TGM-HDC

TGM-100 & TGM-100C

TGM-HDC

FEATURES:

DESIGN:

FEATURES:

• Simple management of your entire music and movie collection

• Designed and built without compromise to
automotive reliability standards

• 3TB or 6TB options available

• Elegant 1080p graphical user interface
• Store up to 850 movies or 7,200 albums — and even more with
system expansion
• Automatic metadata download including cover art
• Power scroll feature enables rapid navigation of extensive libraries

• Highly reliable ﬂash-based operating system,
no internal hard disc drive
• Near silent operation (can be installed in-room)

• Enterprise-level RAID6 storage solution (dual redundancy w/ 2
backup drives)
• Add a second TGM-HDC for additional storage
• Field-replaceable, hot swappable fans and PSU’s for fast,
efﬁcient servicing without interrupting the user experience

• Discreet slot loading DVD drive

• Integrated web server enables full control via Macs and PCs

• Rack kit included

• Modular and scalable (server & client system) for up to
7 simultaneous, independent video zones

VIDEO:

• Rack kit included

• Best-in-class, 1080p videophile experience
through HDMI (plus 5.1 channel Dolby/DTS)

CONNECTIONS:

• Enterprise-level storage solutions available with remote monitoring
• TGM-100C Client extends capabilities to additional rooms in your
home

• Remote diagnostics and reporting

• Three independent, scalable user interfaces
including dedicated Touch Panel video
output

• 3 x 1GB Ethernet

• HDMI v1.3a output (up to 1080p)

AUDIO:

TGM-HD1

• Component output (up to 1080i)

• Audiophile-grade performance with
professional quality Wolfson® 192kHz/24-bit
audio DACs
• 5.1 channel Dolby and DTS, plus 2-channel
bitstreams supported

FEATURES:

CONNECTIONS:

• DVI output (touch panel interface only)
• S-Video and composite video outputs (480i only)
• Stereo RCA outputs

• 2 x RS-232 (used for required uninterruptable power supply)

• Perfect solution for smaller media
collections

• Coax and optical digital audio outputs

• 1Terabyte RAID 1
(2 x 1TB HDD, mirrored backup)

• 2 x ESATA, 2 x USB 2.0, 1GB Ethernet

• ESATA connection to TGM-100

• IR input, bi-directional RS-232 port
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